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Abstract
Dynamicmode atomic forcemicroscopy phase imaging is known to produce distinct contrast
between graphene areas of different atomic thickness. But the intrinsic complexity of the processes
controlling the tipmotion and the phase angle shift excludes its use as an independent technique for a
quantitative type of analysis. By investigating the relationship between the phase shift, the tip-surface
interaction, and the thickness of the epitaxial graphene areas grown on silicon carbide, we shed light
on the origin of such phase contrast, and on the complex energy dissipation processes underlying
phase imaging. In particular, we study the behavior of phase shift and energy dissipationwhen imaging
the interfacial buffer layer, single-layer, and bilayer graphene regions as a function of the tip-surface
separation and the interaction forces. Finally, we compare these results with those obtained on
differently-grown quasi free standing single- and bilayer graphene samples.

Introduction

In recent years, the epitaxial growth of graphene on silicon carbide (SiC) is gaining interest thanks to its ability to
provide large area, high quality graphene films that are suitable for a variety of promising technological
applications [1], including electronic [2, 3], mechanical [4, 5] and optoelectronic [6, 7] systems. Epitaxial
graphene (EG) continuous films are grown by high temperature sublimation of silicon atoms fromSiC
substrates [1, 8]. Due to the complex growth dynamics, the graphene films generally showheterogeneous
surfaces, which encompasses regionswith non-uniform thicknesses and properties. Given these premises, a
large scientific effort is underway to investigate the fundamental properties of EG films, using and integrating
non-invasive and versatile characterization techniques to rapidly gather information from the heterogeneous
surface of the studied atomic thin film [9–12].

Atomic forcemicroscopy (AFM)-basedmethodologies stand out for their ability to locallymap the sample
characteristics down to the nanometer scale, and for their operational simplicity and flexibility, which allow
numerous characterization and nanomanipulation experiments to be performed in situ on the same sample
area, and at the same time [13–15]. Among the different AFM techniques, dynamicmodeAFM, and in particular
AFMphase shift imaging [16–19], represents a simple technique to achieve thinfilms nanoscale surface
characterization, free of restriction on experimental conditions and operational instrumentations. In phase
imaging, contrast arises from the local changes in the energy dissipated during the oscillation of the tip over the
sample surface [20]. Recording the phase shift between the excitation oscillating force and the tip response while
scanning the sample has been used tomapwith high spatial resolution compositional information of
heterogeneous surfaces [18, 21, 22]. Nevertheless, since the contributing forces related to the tip-surface energy
dissipation are not trivial to distinguish and isolate, and depend on a variety of experimental factors, phase
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imaging is still regarded as not quantitative [23], and very fewmodels have been provided to explain the origins
of the phase contrast. The community has been aware about the capability of AFMphase imaging to obtain
distinct contrast among graphene regions of different thickness, in air and at room temperature [23–26].
However, to our best knowledge, no experiments normodels have tried to explore the origin of the phase
contrast in EGfilms. Integratedwith complementary, quantitative AFM techniques, such as friction force
microscopy (FFM) orKelvin probe forcemicroscopy, which are able to distinguish and identify the number of
graphene layers on a non-homogenous surface [27, 28], AFMphase imaging can provide a complete picture of
the EGproperties, and shed light on how the energy dissipationmechanisms varywith the surface composition.

In this paperwe explore AFMphasemapping of EG filmwith heterogeneous surface composition, and study
the behavior of the phase shift in different regimes of oscillation and different imaging conditions, to understand
the evolution of the energy dissipationmechanisms in EG, and how they relate to the thickness of the different
graphene domains. Finally, we compare the dissipative processes occurring in conventional EG filmswith those
in quasi free standing single- and bilayer graphenefilms (seeMethods section), to explore the effect that different
growth procedures and different layer structures, including the presence of the carbon interfacial buffer layer
and intercalated hydrogen,may have on the tip-graphene interaction forces.

Methods

The EG samples studied in this work are synthesized on the silicon terminated face of a 4H-SiCwafer by the
confinement-controlled sublimationmethod [8]. Referring to the inset panel infigure 1(b), we thus consider
single-layer (1LG) and bilayer (2LG)EG respectively thefirst and the second graphene layer overlying the
interfacial buffer layer (BfL). Although this process has been extensively studied to yield large area, uniform
single-layer films [29], the control of thickness distribution still remains a challenging task due to the rapid and
complex evolution of the growing process. This non-uniformity allows tofind graphene domainswith different
number of layers (BfL, 1LG and 2LG)within a small scanning area (less than 2μm2) and instantly compare
contrast arising fromphasemapping. The quasi free standingmonolayer graphene (QF1LG) and quasi free
standing bilayer graphene samples are prepared by hydrogen intercalation of the SiC/buffer layer interface in a
buffer layer and single-layer EG sample, respectively, following the procedure indicated in [30]. Our
experiments reported infigures 3 and 4, are performed on a BrukerMultimode 8AFM, using a polycrystalline

Figure 1. (a)Graphical representation of the phase shift angle (jphy) dependence on tip-sample separation. The image shows the two
possible solutions forjphy to equation (1), representing the two oscillation and interaction regimes the tip can experience approaching
the sample surface. At resonance, the phase shift anglejphy is exactly 90°. In the attractive regime, the phase anglejphy increases from
90° to 180° by decreasing the tip-surface separation, while for repulsive regime the phasejphy decreases from 90° to 0°. The arrow
connecting the two solution branches represents the transition between the two interaction states. Themonotonic dotted lines
represent the two solutions with no inelastic terms and energy dissipation. (b)Tapping-AFM topography and the (c) corresponding
phase image of the epitaxial graphene sample. (d)Contact-mode friction image collected from the same area. The image has been
acquired scanning the samplewith a load of 150 nN. Inset in (b): schematic representation of the epitaxial graphene film grown on
SiC, highlighting the step structure of the substrate, the interface buffer layer, and the overlying single and bilayer graphene. The colors
in the inset sketch in (b) have been chosen accordingly with the ones displayed in the phasemap (c).
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diamond-coated silicon tip (resonance frequency f0∼400 kHz, spring constant k∼ 90Nm−1, quality factorQ
∼ 800). The phase imaging experiments reported in themanuscript are carried out at room temperature and in
well-defined, controlled relative humidity conditions, which are specified in the description of the respective
experimental set-up. The relative humidity is constantlymonitored throughout the course of each experiment.

Experimental results and discussion

AFMphase imaging operation
The phase signal is recorded during conventional dynamic AFMmode experiments. In amplitude-modulation-
AFM (AMor tappingmodeAFM), the dynamics of the cantilever-tip can bemodeled by a driven damped
harmonic oscillator [17], whosemotion is defined by itsmechanical characteristics (i.e. spring constant, quality
factor and resonance frequency) and by the extent of the tip-surface interaction forces. They are considered as a
combination of elastic restoring and dissipative components, including long-range attractive van derWaals
interactions, viscoelastic damping, adhesion and capillary forces, and short-range repulsive interactions, which
are related to thematerial stiffness.

In tappingmode operations, the cantilever ismechanically oscillated at afixed frequency, close to thefirst
natural frequency of the cantilever, while being scanned over the specimen. Far from the sample surface, the
cantilever oscillates freely, driven at a specific amplitude decided by the user, called free oscillation amplitude
(A0), andwith a free phase anglejphy, usually 90°. The proximity of the tip to the sample surface influences both
the nature and intensity of the interaction forces, thus causing the amplitude of the oscillation to be damped
from the freeA0 and the phase angle to shift from its initial value. In the AM-AFMmode the amplitude of the
interacting damped cantilever is used as the feedback parameter to track the topography of the sample. Since the
extent of the tip-surface interaction is inversely proportional to their reciprocal distance, by decreasing the
oscillation amplitude set-point (Asp, namely the amplitude at which the cantilever is set to oscillate), normalized
to the free oscillation amplitude (Asp/A0), it is possible to approach the tip to the sample surface. On the other
hand, the shift of the phase anglejphy is directly related to the energy dissipation (Edis) associatedwith inelastic
tip-surface interactions—see equation (1)—as described below [18]:
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where k is the spring constant of the cantilever, andQ the quality factor. Usually the oscillation frequency f is set
equal to the resonance frequency f0. Therefore, the phase imaging contrast arises from local variations of the tip-
surface energy dissipation, thus revealing features beyond topography and inferring information about the
chemical/mechanical/electrical heterogeneity of a surface. The intrinsic nonlinear character of the tipmotion
inAM-AFMand the participation of attractive and repulsive interactions give rise to the coexistence of two
stable oscillation states, both allowed solutions for equation (1), and represented infigure 1(a) by the solid lines.
The twopossible oscillation regimes are distinguished by the prevalence of specific interacting forces and
dissipative processes. Thefirst branch, where the phase anglejphy shifts from90°up to 180°, corresponds to the
attractive regime, where energy dissipation is dominated by long-range, attractive forces. The other solution
corresponds to the repulsive regime.Here the phase anglejphy decreases from90° to 0°, and the tip-surface
interaction is characterized by short-range, repulsive forces. The dotted lines infigure 1(a) represent the phase
angle solutions in the absence of dissipative process: the larger the dissipative phenomena perturbing the tip
oscillation, the bigger the deviation from the linear, conservative solutions [31, 32].While introducing AFM
phasemapping, one clarification is due: whereas the phase angle of the oscillating tipjphy has a sinusoidal
dependence on the tip-surface dissipation—equation (1)—and varies between 0° and 180°, being centered at
90° for free oscillation, the phase angleΦAFM extracted duringAFMphase imaging ismeasured relatively to the
free oscillation, and represents the shift from90°.We can thus relate the two angles accordingly:

( )jF =  -90 . 2AFM phy

Therefore,ΦAFM angle varies between 0° and−90° in the attractive regime, and between 0° and+90° in the
repulsive regime.

Figure 1(b) displays a tapping-modeAFM image of the surface topography of the EGfilm taken
simultaneously with the corresponding phase shift (ΦAFM) image, see figure 1(c). The same surface area is also
imaged by contactmodeAFM to acquire a frictionmap, see figure 1(d). In the tapping-AFM topography image
offigure 1(b) it is possible to recognize the terraces typical of EG films, which originate from the annealing of
SiC, withwidths spanning fromhundreds of nanometers to fewmicrometers. It is very difficult to discern the
number of graphene layers from the topographical image, since variations in the height profile do not necessarily
follow the effective changes in graphene thickness. This is due to twomain reasons: first because additional
graphene layers growunderneath thefirst one following the sublimation and out-diffusion of Si [33]—i.e. lower
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heightmay indicate a larger number of layers—and second because of the intrinsic step structure of the SiC
substrate. On the other hand, phase imaging of the same area infigure 1(c)provides a very different scenario,
where some terraces with a clear different height in the topographical image showno contrast in the phase
image. Furthermore, it is possible to observe new features with significant contrast and three different
populations of phase values appearing in the phase image.We argue that these features represent different
graphene domains, with a specific number of graphene layers. Raman spectroscopy performed on this EG
sample shows that it is composed ofmainly single-layer graphenewith aminor presence of regionswith±1
graphene layers, i.e. BfL and 2LG, as suggested by thewidth of the 2Dpeak of the Raman spectra (see
supplementarymaterial figure S1 is available online at stacks.iop.org/JPMATER/3/024005/mmedia). In view
of the abundance of data available in literature about the relationship between friction force and number of
layers in EGfilms [28, 34, 35], we performFFM in the same region displayed infigures 1(b) and (c), in order to
comprehend the distribution of the number of graphene layers and relate it to the phase contrast. Friction
images are acquired by simply switching from tapping to contact-modeAFMduring the same set of experiments
and using the same tip. The friction forcemap displayed infigure 1(d) shows the same features observed in the
phase image, indicating the presence of three populations of friction values, that spatially correspond to those of
the phase image. Following the results reported in literature [28], we can assign the exact number of layers to
each population of friction values. In particular, we identify regionswith high friction (average value of around
12 nN) to the buffer layer, the populationwithmid friction (average value: 1.35 nN) to 1LG, and the population
with lower friction (average value: 0.8 nN) to 2LG. In fact, friction forces on 2LG regions arewell known to be
smaller than thosemeasured on 1LG, and both these regions exhibitmuch lower friction compared to the buffer
layer. The 1.7±0.1 ratio between the 1LG and 2LG lateral forces is in good agreement with data available in
literature [28], as well as the factor of 10 found between friction forces on 1LG andBfL [28]. Considering the
exact spatialmatching between domains infigures 1(c) and (d), we can assign a specific number of layers to the
phase image regions of different contrast, as labeled infigure 1(c). Considering that phase imaging does not have
any specific restrictions in terms of experimental conditions and operational instrumentations, pairing phase
imagingwith other quantitative AFM techniques (as FFM), could result useful and versatile in executing a variety
of AFMmeasurements. For example, after determining the distribution of the number of graphene layers on the
surface via FFM, it is possible to use phase imaging to promptly locate different graphene domains and perform
targeted, in situmechanical/indentation experiments [36] (possible using the same diamond-coated tip used for
acquiring phase and FFMmaps) and extract data selectively, without the need to change cantilever or surface
location between differentmeasurements (see figure S2 in the supplementarymaterial).

Despite being able to distinguish regions of thefilm surface with different atomic thickness, phase imaging
has been disregarded so far as a quantitativemethod to assess the exact number of atomic graphene layers in EG
[23]. The tip-surface interaction forces, regulating the energy dissipation processes that cause the phase contrast
to emerge, and the coexistence and transition between the two oscillating states depend on several and disparate
factors, including initial experimental conditions (e.g. the tip-sample rest separation, the driving force, the
driving frequency and its deviation from the cantilever natural frequency, the environmental relative humidity,
the temperature) and operational parameters (e.g. the free oscillation amplitudeA0, and the cantilever
specifications k,Q, f0, among the others), togetherwith the sample properties (e.g. elasticmodulus,
hydrophilicity) [37, 38]. Furthermore,modulating the amplitude of cantilever oscillation,Asp, during the
tappingmode imaging gives access to different oscillating regimes. According to the dominating interaction
forces, graphene surface domains showdifferent properties and responses. Consequently the displayed phase
values and contrast varywith the experienced oscillation regime and the occurring conditions [19], making
phase imaging additionally complicated to reproduce. Comparing the phase values obtained during phase
imaging,ΦAFM, as displayed infigures 2(a) and (b), acquired on the same region of the EG sample first at
amplitude ratioAsp/A0=0.9 and then atAsp/A0=0.5, respectively, we can observe a variation in the phase
contrast between 1LG and 2LGdomains.Whereas for high amplitude ratio no significant phase difference is
discernible among graphene domains, the appearance of phase contrast while lowering amplitude ratios—
recalling the relationship reported in equation (1)—suggests alterations of both the tip-surface energy
dissipationmechanisms, and the response of the two domains to the interaction forces. This shows the difficulty
related to the use of phase imaging as an independent quantitative technique for the identification of graphene
domains of different thickness. But it opens up to interesting questions regarding the evolution of energy
dissipationmechanisms in different oscillating conditions and how these interactions varywith surface
morphology.

Origin of energy dissipation
To further understand the relationship between phase angle and dissipative processes, and to obtain amore
quantitativemeaning of the phase values, as well as to explore their reproducibility, we record the variations of
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the phase angle as a function of the tip-sample separation (namelyAsp/A0) for BfL, 1LG and 2LGdomains of the
EG sample. The experiment is carried out using a polycrystalline diamond-coated silicon tip (seeMethods for tip
specifications), at a relative humidity of RH∼ 30% (constantlymonitored during the experiment), with a free
oscillation amplitudeA0=17 nm (details of the calibration of the free amplitude can befind infigure S3 of the
supplementarymaterial). Results are displayed in the top rowoffigures 3(a)–(c)–(e).We can see that the phase
anglemeasured atmoderate and soft tapping (Asp/A0=0.4−1.0) show values above 90°, suggesting that the
tip is operating primarily in the attractive regime, which seems reasonable given that the contribution of
attractive forces ismore noticeable for small free amplitudes and stiffmaterials [38]. However, it is important to
stress that, to an extent related to the initialA0, during each oscillation cycle the tip feels the relative influence of
both long- and short-range forces, whose intensities and contributions to the energy dissipation and phase angle
varywith the tip-surface separation, and in general the dynamics of oscillationsmirrors a combination of both

Figure 2. (a) and (b) showphase images (ΦAFM) of the epitaxial graphene sample obtained for free oscillation amplitudeA0=17 nm,
and amplitude oscillation ratioAsp/A0=0.9 andAsp/A0=0.5, respectively. Phase shift angle (ΦAFM) values extracted are negative
for both (a) and (b), and thus tipmotion lies in the attractive regime, wherejphy values ranges from90° to 180°.

Figure 3. (a)–(c)–(e)Phase shift angle (jphy) variation for BfL, 1LG and 2LG, as a function of the amplitude set-point (Asp) reduction,
normalized to the free oscillation amplitude (A0). Decreasing of theAsp corresponds to a tip-surface separation reduction. Experiment
has been performedwith the polycrystalline diamond-coated silicon tip, at relative humidity RH∼30%,with free oscillation
amplitudeA0=17 nm. (b), (d)–(f)Tip-surface energy dissipation (Edis) dependence on decreasingAsp/A0, corresponding to phase
angles in (a)–(c)–(e) and calculated for the three graphene domains BfL, 1LG and 2LG from equation (1). In order to visually highlight
the differences among phase angle values, the three oscillation regimes have been isolated: soft tapping (a)-(b), moderate tapping (c)-
(d) and hard tapping (e)–(f). The reconstructed entire curves are available infigure S4 of the supplementarymaterial.
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the interaction states. Using equation (1), from the phase angle values presented infigures 3(a)–(c)–(e) it is
possible to derive the energy dissipated (Edis) by the tip-surface interactions, and its behavior as a function of the
amplitude ratio is reported in the bottom rowoffigures 3(b)–(d)–(f). For visual ease, the entire two graphs (jphy

versusAsp/A0 andEdis versusAsp/A0)have been reconstructed and reported in one singlefigure, displayed in
figure S4 of the supplementarymaterial.

Long-range regime—soft tapping
Long-range dissipative processes do not implymechanical contact, are defined by attractive interfacial van der
Waals interaction forces, and are usually derived by the non-retarded van derWaals energy and theHamaker
approach [38, 39]. In this soft tapping regime (Asp/A0>0.7), the energy dissipation is proportional to the
Hamaker constant (H) of thematerial, and proportional to the inverse of the tip-sample distance, according to
the following [39]

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟ ( )= -E

HR

d d4

1 1
, 3dis

1 2

whereR is the tip radius and d1 and d2 are the closest and the farthest tip-surface separation during the oscillation
cycle. In particular, in this regime, we observe that the energy dissipated by the three graphene domains increases
monotonically with the decrease of the amplitude ratioAsp/A0, as both d1 and d2 decreases while the tip
approaches the sample surface, but there is no noticeable difference among their respective phase values or Edis,
as shown infigures 3(a) and (b), respectively. It is well known that for single and bilayer graphene, surface forces
are heavily influenced by the underlying substrate [40]. Therefore, theHamaker coefficient and the surface
energy sensed by the oscillating tip aremainly due to the SiC. The highly hydrophilic character of the SiC
substrate, together with thewetting transparency of extremely thin graphene,may explain the absence of
appreciable differences in the dissipated energy for BfL, 1LG and 2LG in the long-range regime, as the tipmostly
senses the properties of the substrate. In addition,more hydrophilic substrates, as SiC or SiO2, have amore
pronounced effect even for thicker graphene films [40].

Short-range regime—moderate tapping
When the tip amplitude is further decreased and it enters amore short-range regime, i.e.Asp/A0<0.7, we
observe the emergence of a sensible difference between the values of phase angle—seefigure 3(c)—andEdis for
the different number of layers, with BfL and 1LG showing higher dissipation than 2LG, as shown infigure 3(d).
By decreasing the tip-surface separation, short-range attractive forces, like adhesion and capillary forces, become
predominant, and the energy dissipation ismostly due to the presence of adhesion hysteresis [39]. Interacting
forces in this regime can be calculated by theDerjaguin–Muller–Toporovmodel, and the total energy
dissipation is directly proportional to both surface energy hysteresis and sample deformation, according to the
following [20]:

( )p d g= DE R4 . 4dis

Here, δ is the sample deformation andΔγ is the difference in the surface energy between the approaching and
retracting curves, indicative of the adhesion hysteresis. Since in this phase the contact time isminimal, the
contribution of the sample deformation to the total energy dissipated is negligible compared to the surface
adhesion hysteresis. Indeed, the energy dissipation ismostly related to adhesion effects, and the observed Edis
(BfL)>Edis (1L)>Edis (2L) is likely due to thewettability of the different domains, as their hydrophilicity
follows the same trendBfL>1LG>2LG [41, 42].Measurements obtained on thicker (>2LG)domains seem
to corroborate this picture (for further details, seefigure S5 in the supplementarymaterial).We said that in this
regime the energy dissipated during the oscillation cycle is proportional to the difference between the approach
and retraction surface energies, which is defined by the area enclosed by the approach and retraction force
curves. Initially,Edis continues to increase with decreasing amplitude ratio, as adhesive interactions increase
approaching the surface.However, at a certain distance, a reduction of the tip-surface separation, and of the
oscillation amplitudeAsp, entails also a reduction of the force–distance area enclosed by the approaching and
retraction curves, which again represents the adhesion hysteresis loop. Consequently, these competing effects
slow downEdis increasing rate, resulting in aflattening of the Edis curve, and eventually causing an inversion of
Edis dependence on amplitude ratio, withEdis decreasingwith decreasingAsp, as observed infigure 3(f) and
explained in the following section.

Short-range regime—hard tapping
For hard tapping (Asp<0.3) the dynamics of the oscillating tip enters the repulsive regime, which involves a
significantmechanical hard contact time between the tip and the sample. Here, the phasejphy approaches values
below 90°, as shown infigure 3(e). The sudden transition observed between the two regimes is typical of stiff
materials and smallA0 [38]. It is usually discouraged towork under conditions close to the attractive-repulsive
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transition, as it is characterized by unstable tipmotion and unstable phase values (for further details, see figure S6
of the supplementarymaterial). For this very low tip-surface separation, contact time represents an important
percentage of the total period of oscillation, and surface indentation is not negligible anymore. As displayed in
figure 3(f), we consequently see an inversion of the energy dissipated by 1LG and 2LG, which is nowhigher for
the latter, resulting from the effect of a higher indentation depth. This data is in agreementwith nano-
indentationmeasurements performed onEG [12] that proved higher contact stiffness for 1LG compared to 2LG.
As the tip oscillates in hard tapping conditions, together with the transition to the repulsive regimewe observe a
drop in the dissipated energy. In fact, the non-conservative contribution from adhesion interaction is now
considerably reduced (due to small approach and retraction force loop), andwe also have the emergence of
elastic, conservative effects.

In order to corroborate the proposedmodel, for which phase contrast in the attractive regime arises in the
three graphene domains largely because of their different hydrophilicity character, and tomonitor the effect of
environmental humidity on phase shift and energy dissipation, we performed a comparative experiment
recording phase anglejphy as a function of the amplitude ratioAsp/A0 in two different controlled humidity
conditions, namelymoderate relative humidity conditions (RH∼25%) and dry conditions (RH<5%). The
two resulting graphs, together with the experimental details, are available in the supplementarymaterial (see
figure S7).While the data retrieved from the experiment in humid conditionsmirror those presented infigure 3,
we observe some differences in the results obtained in dry conditions. Here, the phase shiftjphymonotonically
increases towards 180°—see figure S7(a). This behavior is typical of interactionswith no or reduced non-
conservative dissipative processes, and there is no transition to a short-range adhesive, attractive regime for
moderate tapping.Moreover, in this condition no significant difference is noticeable among phase values of
1LG, 2LG andBfL for any amplitude ratio, suggesting the predominance of long-range interfacial interactions,
as also observed infigure 3 only for highAsp/A0 ratios. Considering the reduced amount of water present on the
sample surface in a dry environment, this picture seems to corroborate the idea that differences in phase angles
and energy dissipation among the three graphene domains emerge in the attractive regime due to adhesion
hysteresis. And that adhesion hysteresis contributes to the greatest extent to the energy dissipated in the
attractive regime, as confirmed also by the higherEdis values for the humid experiment compared to the dry
experiment—figure S7(b).

Quasi free standing graphene
To further explore themechanismunderlying energy dissipation in EG and the role of atomic structure, we
compare the results obtained on the EG sample to those found in quasi free standing single—(QF1LG) and
bilayer (QF2LG) graphene samples, where the buffer layer has been converted to free standing graphene by
hydrogen intercalation (seeMethods section). In particular, we recall thatQF1LG is obtained by hydrogen
intercalation at the buffer layer-SiC interface, and is equivalent to the BfL in terms of atomic thickness, while
QF2LG is obtained from single-layer EG, and has therefore equivalent thickness to 1LG. Topography and phase
imagingmaps sampled fromQF1LG andQF2LG are available in the supplementarymaterial (see figure S9). The
quasi free standing samples are examined immediately after the EG sample, using the exact same parameters
employed in the experiment shown infigure 3. Figures 4(a) and (b) show respectively the variation of the phase
anglejphy and the energy dissipated Edis, recordedwhile decreasing theAsp/A0 ratio, for the three samples
measured. In the long-range attractive force regime (Asp/A0>0.7)we can observe no substantial difference in
the behavior of the epitaxial and quasi free standing samples. This seems to confirm the explanation presented in
the previous paragraph for the long range dissipative processes in EG, and extend it to the intercalated samples.
Since all the samples share similar Edis values, long range tip-sample energy dissipation does not see dependence
on graphene atomic thickness, and it ismostly affected by substrate interactions. Entering the short-range
attractive regime (Asp/A0<0.7) theQF2LG follows the behavior of the equivalent epitaxial 1LG, suggesting that
the screening effects underlying the increasing hydrophobicity with increasing number of layers [41] are not
influenced by the SiC-graphene interface configuration and the presence of intercalated hydrogen, but is only
dependent on the thickness, after thefirst carbon atomic layer. In fact, thewetting transparency responsible for
the comparable wettability behavior between BfL and the substrate is observable only for thefirst carbon layer
[41] and explains the higher energy dissipation of BfL, but it seems not to apply toQF1LG, as it shows
substantially lowerEdis values. Differently from thicker domains, themacroscopic wettability in the first carbon
layer is influenced by both local substrate-carbon and carbon–water interfaces, and controlled in the buffer layer
by the covalent character of the epitaxial bondingwith SiC [43]. The absence of this type of interactionwith the
substrate, and the presence of defective intercalated hydrogenmay explain the reduced adhesion hysteresis
energy dissipation inQF1LG. By further decreasing the tip-sample separation and entering the hard-tapping
regime, we start to observe scratching of the tip on the surface of the quasi free standing samples (respectively at
Asp/A0<0.3 forQF1LG and<0.5 forQF2LG), making it impossible to extract clearjphy values. This is
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probably due to an abrupt transition to the contact regime and suggest a lower surface stiffness for these samples
compared to EG.

Conclusion

In summary, we present a thorough study of the application of phase imaging to the analysis of the energy
dissipationmechanisms in EG. In particular we study the different responses and interactions of the EG film to
the tip oscillating over its surface.We explore the differentmechanisms underlying the energy dissipative
processes responsible for the emerging of the phase contrast in EGdomains of different atomic thickness, and
studied how they evolve in different imaging and environmental conditions, and oscillation regimes.We also
sort out the effect and influence of different interaction forces on the evolution of the phase angle values. Finally,
a comparisonwith the phase values extracted fromquasi free standing graphene samples (both single layer and
bilayer quasi free standing graphene) allows us to understand the influence of the SiC-carbon interface in the tip-
surface interactions and dissipative processes.

Other experiments have been carried out on the same EG sample, varying different experimental parameters
includingA0 andAFM tip, but the complex dependence of the phase shift on these and numerous other
parameters and their combinations,makes it intrinsically complicated to be able to consistently control the tip-
surface interactions and reproduce the data. The dependence of phase contrast on the aforementioned
parameters is out of the descriptive intent of this paper. The inherent reproducibility issue is what prevents from
using phase imaging as a quantitativemethod, and in particular, as an independent technique for assessing the
exact number of atomic graphene layers.
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Figure 4. (a)Phase shift angle (jphy) variation as a function of the amplitude ratioAsp/A0 for the three samplesmeasured in the
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the same as the experiment reported infigure 3. (b)Tip-surface energy dissipation (Edis) as a function of the amplitude ratioAsp/A0,
corresponding to phase angle values extracted from (a) and converted using equation (1).
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